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QUESTION 1

Select two benefits of adopting a rule delegation strategy. (Choose Two) 

A. Adopting a rule delegation strategy allows business users and architects to focus on their specific tasks related to
application development and maintenance. 

B. Adopting a rule delegation strategy allows business users to change business policies more quickly by avoiding long
approval processes. 

C. Adopting a rule delegation strategy can help lower the overall costs of building and maintaining business applications
because fewer architects are required if business users can make changes to the application on their own. 

D. Adopting a rule delegation strategy can help improve the business\\' ability to adapt to changing business conditions. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements is true about the rule resolution process? 

A. If the system finds more than one rule instance during rule resolution, users are provided with a choice of which rule
to use depending on context. 

B. The class (context) of a rule takes precedence over the availability of the rule. 

C. If a user does not have access to the selected rule, the system sends a message that it could not find an appropriate
rule to execute. 

D. Rule resolution applies to rules that are instances of classes derived from the Rule- and Work- base classes. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You purchasing application is a decision table with vendor discount codes. You want to delegate the decision table. 

Which ruleset do you save the decision table to allow delegation? 

A. Application 

B. Production 

C. Organization 

D. Integration 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Timesheets require the following approvals: 

Regular 40 hours -> Supervisor of employee Any overtime -> Manager of Supervisor Worked on weekend -> VP
Finance Negative time-off balance -> HR Director Which two conditions require an authority matrix? (Choose two.) 

A. Negative time-off balance -> HR Director 

B. Worked on weekend -> VP Finance 

C. Any overtime -> Manager of Supervisor 

D. Regular 40 hours -> Supervisor of Employee 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 5

There are five instances of a rule in the rules cache. The only differences between these are the circumstance setting
and ruleset version has access to all ruleset versions. On 1 June 2017, which instance is chosen by rule resolution if
.Country = Algeria? Ruleset Version Circumstance Selfservice: 01-01-01 None Selfservice: 01-01-01 .Country = Algeria
Selfservice: 01-01-02 Start Date = 1 January 2017 End Date = 31 December 2017 Selfservice: 01-01-03 None, Based
Rule checked Selfservice: 01-01-05 None 

A. Selfservice: 01-01-02 (Circumstance: Start Date = 1 Jan 2017; End Date = 31 Dec 2017 

B. Selfservice: 01-01-05 (No Circumstance) 

C. Selfservice: 01-01-03 (Circumstance: None, Base Rule Checked) 

D. Selfservice: 01-01-01 (Circumstance: .Country=Algeria) 

E. Selfservice: 01-01-01 (No Circumstance) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Identify three true statements about accessing databases through external classes (Choose Three) 

A. External classes require a Pega-generated composite key. 
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B. External classes do not contain the pzinsKey property. 

C. External classes cannot belong to a class group. 

D. External classes contain a BLOB for faster processing. 

E. External classes map Pega properties to database columns. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

 

QUESTION 7

An application contains a case type named Time Off. HR requests a report that returns the ID and name of any
employee for whom an open Time Off case exists. 

The ID and Name properties are defined for the class Data-Employee-, and an ID property is also defined for the Time
Off class. The ID property points to records in Data-Employeep. 

Select the approach you use to create this report. 

A. Create a report in the Employee class, with a class join to the TimeOff Class. 

B. Create a report in the TimeOff class, with a class join to the Employee class. 

C. Create reports in both classes, and set the TimeOff report as a subreport of the Employee report. 

D. Create reports in both classes, and set the Employee report as a subreport of the TimeOff report. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

An order fulfillment process includes a request for quotes from multiple shippers. You want the system to automatically
call a quote request subprocess for each vendor. How would you configure your process? 

A. Add a Subprocess shape for the request subprocess and specify the Spinoff option. 

B. Add a Split For Each shape and run the request subprocess for each vendor on a page list. 

C. Add a Split Join shape and run the request subprocess for each vendor on a page list. 

D. Add a Split For Each step to the case lifecycle and run the subprocess for each vendor on a page list. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 9

What two artifacts should you prepare in advance before delegating a rule? (Choose Two) 

A. An Access Group that has access to the production ruleset 

B. An Access Role that has access to the production ruleset 

C. An unlocked ruleset added to the Application rule as a production ruleset 

D. A separate Operator ID that has access to the delegated rules 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 10

What advantage does skimming provide over lock and roll as a versioning option? 

A. Skimming carries blocked rules forward. Lock and roll does not carry blocked rules forward. 

B. Skimming is most efficient for major and minor updates. Lock and roll is most useful for patches. 

C. Skimming saves checked out rules. Lock and roll does not save checked out rules. 

D. Pega provides a skimming wizard but not a lock and roll wizard. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two options do you configure on a portal record? (Choose Two) 

A. Identify the user role of the type of user who would access the portal. 

B. Determine which skin to use to apply branding to the portal. 

C. Change the application(s) available to users. 

D. Configure the positioning of the navigation pane within the portal. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two of the following statements are the most accurate with respect to the error handler flow? (Choose Two) 
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A. The standard connector error handler flow can help recover from transient errors. 

B. The error handler flow is invoked if the error is not handled elsewhere. 

C. The error handler flow is the recommended way to handle all integration errors. 

D. The standard error handler flow is final and cannot be customized. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 13

You are analyzing application performance and notice one or more data transforms exceeding preferred performance
parameters. 

Which of the following performance tools do you use to help troubleshoot the issue? 

A. PegaRULES Log Analyzer 

B. Database Trace 

C. Performance Profiler 

D. Performance Analyzer 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://archive.org/stream/SeniorSystemArchitectGuide/Senior%20System %20Architect% 20Guide_djvu.txt 

 

QUESTION 14

A form must support accessibility. 

How do you enable a user to specify a date? 

A. Configure a text box to allow date entry. 

B. Use a calendar control that displays an entire year. 

C. Use a calendar control that displays an entire month. 

D. Provide separate controls for month, day, and year. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://community.pega.com/knowledgebase/articles/user- interface/84/configuring-basicsettings- date-time-
control-date-or-time 

 

QUESTION 15
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For what reason would you configure an Access Deny record? 

A. To prevent users from updating cases during a particular stage of the case life cycle. 

B. To prevent users from deleting attachments to a case. 

C. To prevent users from performing a specific flow action. 

D. To explicitly prevent users from deleting cases to satisfy a company policy. 

Correct Answer: D 
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